Idea ⇒ Puzzle ⇒ Facts/Support

1. Paralinguistics
   "Sound" level of doctors' voices during real reflection, sounds of trumpets + savings
2. Artifacts
   Women's dresses, cowboy clothes, solitary black "give me reasons to stay"
3. Eye gaze
   Confrontation of doctors, indication of envy by awed crowd table scene

-Did Ringo know who Dolph is?
-Does anyone surprise change?
-Do we have any leadership roles?

1) Gestures given by Hatfield to Lucy
   (and how that deserves positions of Lucy vs. Dallas)
   a) What does this say to you about the drama?
   b) What else might this say?

2) Music
   (change in emotions, what is about to happen, etc.)
   a) Background music sounds in movie: bugle

3) Facial expressions and movement of eyes, head, etc.
   (Ex.: Dallas when looking at Lucy or when Lucy looks at her)
   a) How do these change as the story progresses?